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SUBJECT: (U) Review of Advanced Aerospace Contract Deli verables 

(U) This info memo responds to your request for the l(b)(3):10 usc 424 I 
r-1(b-)(..,...,...3-):-10-U-S--C-4 ...... 2-4----.lto review the quality and value of the first-year technical reports delivered 

under the Advanced Aerospace Weapon System Applications contract with 
Bi elow Aerospace Advanced Space Studies (BAASS), LLC. As a reminder, you 
made this reques personnel during a 15 May 2009 meeting with you 

'------..Jafter your meeting with Senator Harry Reid. The goal of the contract is to identify 
key technologies and physics concepts that would support revolutionary aerospace 
vehicle research and development. Contracted studies were designed to provide a 
prioritized list of technologies/concepts that then would drive detailed, focused 
searches into foreign aerospace research and development. Each research report 
(in the areas of lift, propulsion, control, power generation, spatial/temporal 
translation, materials, structural configuration, signature reduction, human 
interface, human effects, and armament) was written by world-class technical 
experts in industry and/or academia. 

(U) The table in Enclosure 1 lists the 26 extensive technical reports delivered to 
DIA in FY 2009. The report titles highlighted in red and green are the ones that 
were reviewed. Eight reviews were performed by other authors listed in the table; l(b)(3):10 usc 424 
five were performed by outside revie . cluding three research staff members . 
at Sandia National Laboratories. The oram manager, b)(3):10 usc 424;(b)(6) 

~1(b:-:-)":"::(3-:-):-:-:10~U-:-:S:-:C:--4-:-::2:-:-4-:':;(b~)(':"":'6':""'"1) I has reviewed all of the papers and concurs with the reviews. s e 

excerpts indicate, all of the reviews were positive, some exceptionally so. Even 
within the limitation of being able to conduct only unclassified research in the first

l
(b)(3):10 usc 424 

contract year, the quality hoped for in the reports was achieved. I HI iffnt\;t~?tlnti;ld~s ~tO;:1--l·---------1 
publish them in coming weeks as Defense Intelligence Studies. Some or all of 
these studies may be of interest to Defense Department agencies, national 
laboratories, and/or defense industries focused on blue-force capability 
development, and will ensure that they receive copies. 

(b)(3):10 usc 424 
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(U) Based on draft budget guidance~ Congress a arently will fund the contract's 
option year one at $12 million. In FY 2010, . se c 2009 
technical reports in having BAASS evaluate potential adversary exploitation 
worldwide, select studies amenable to classified experin1ental verification by 
BAASS, and have BAASS conduct new classified and unclassified studies with 
select acadelnic and industry partners. Deli verables are expected in late SUlumer 
2010. 

2 enclosures as stated 

(U) Prepared by: l(b)(3):10 usc 424;(b)(6) 
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(U) FY 2009 Technical Reports 

UNCI.JASSIFIED 
Title 

Inertial Electrostatic Confinement Fusion 
Pulse-Power-Based Weaponry 
Space-Thne Modifications for Spaceflight Applications 
Novel MEMS-Bascd Bioscnsors 
Theorv and Expcrill1Cnts of Invisibilitv Cloaking 
Wormholes in Space Tilne 
Gravity Wave COlnlnunication 
Superconductors in Gravity Research 
Anti2.ravilv for Aerospace Applications 
Field Effects on Biological Tissues 
Positron Aerospace Propulsion 
Vacuum Energy Applications 
Improved Statistical Approach to Drake Equation 
Maverick vs. Corporate Research Cultures 
Biosensors and BioMEMS 
Metmnaterials for Aerospace Applications 
Warp Drives 
Cont.rolling Devices Without. Lirnb-Operaled Interfaces 
I\1atcrials for Advanced Aerospace Plati'orIns 
I\·1t:lallic: Glasses 
ProgrmnJnable Matter 
1V1etaitic Spintronics 
High-Energy Laser \Veapons 
Quantum Entanglelnent Communications 
Space Access: Where Been, Where Go 
Advanced Nuclear Propulsion for Deep Space 

Red -Independent review. 
Green - Sandia National Laboratories review. 
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(U) Excerpts From Reviews 

(U) All of the following review infonnation and comments are UNCLASSIFIED. 

Anti lications in 2050 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(b)(6) 

l(b)(6) Ihas provided an excellent overview of conventional approaches to 
gravity nlanipulation l,vithin the confines of Newtonian, relativistic and quantunl 
physics. With his typical lucid style, he takes the tinle to add usefu.l explanatory 
notes lrvhich are especially enlighteningfor those for wholn Relativity is not their 
first language. In addition, his extensive technical appendix concerning such 
exotica as squeezed vaCUUI1'l slales, zero-poinl jluclualiol1s and negative energy is 
of great benefit. 

l(b)(6) 

Technological Approaches to Controlling External Devices in the Absence of 
Limb Operated Interfaces I (b)(6) 

The paper by (b)(6) looks at the present and future prospectsfor the 
h~anan thoug 1t contra q ro oNcs and nlachines by way of high technology neural 
inteliaces. The u/rinlate abn of such research is to allow an individual to control 
thefilncfion ofa prosthetic or robot as an extension of his own body and fflind or 
to exercise thought-based control over a 111echanized environntent. We find front 

l(b)(6) I current review Ihalthe slale oJthe art is still quilelar awa.vfrotn 
achieving such control but strong efforts are being n1ude on a number of 
approaches. 

l(b)(6) 

On The Role of Superconductors in Gravity Research 
(b)(6) 

Because afthe author's involvefnent and activity in thefield, it seenlS natural that 
he chose to write on this subject, and he is able to denlonstrate not only a solid 
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understanding oj Ihe research area. but is also able 10 provide his personal 
llccounls ofl11eetings ~1/ith Ihe prominenl researchers. In addition, he describes his 
own experimental results, or lack thereof. Because of his own personal attachment 
to the field, J found the report to be somewhat captivating, as I felt a strong sense 
of being close to the research and hearing front the 'horse's lnouth,' so to speak. 
Despite his involvelnent, Hathaway's point of view seelns to be that of an bnpartial 
observer and he does not appear to take sides. or seeln to be trying fo promote or 
'sell' the researchfield. He does an excellent job of relaying a candid and 
i1~rormative survey o/whal, 10 me, seems 10 be a lantalizing yet conlroversialfleld 
o/sludy. 

I (b)(S) 

Metallic Glasses: Status and Prospects for Aerospace Applications 
l(b)(6) I 
This is an excellent and highly readable Survey report that defines Metallic 
glasses, the advantages and disadvantages to other cOlnposite lnaterials, and how 
their n,echanical properties are both alike and dffferentfroln those ofpure n1etals. 
These properties include strength, st~ffness, and toughness. The author lnakes a 
case that the processing capability meets and sonrefilnes exceeds those of 
thernloplastic polyn1ers, and traditional nletals. Glass hybrid con1posites are found 
10 excel in altnost all cases to currenl tnalerials in widespread use. 

Theory and Experiments of Invisibility Cloaking 

I (b)(6) I 
The report by (b)(6) describes the background and recent advances in the 
field of invisibl 1 .} C oa lng. his .field recently emerged as one (?f the 1nost 
exciting applications of lnetan1aterials - art{ficially structured Inedia possessing 
unusual refractive properties.I(b)(6) I .. . is a pioneer in thisfield, having 
published one of the first theoretical papers describing the possibility afcloaking. 
This topic still evokes nlisunderstandings and cOf~tl-lsion. That is not sUl1Jrising: 
the concept of invisibility (although not its technical im len1entation) has been 
preoccupying people for centuries if not lnillennia. (b)(6) report does an 
excellent job of clearing SOlne of this confusion and providing clear definitions of 
what constitutes true cloaking/invisibility. It also honestly discusses technological 
challenges to Inaking a practical invisibility cloak. 
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Positron Aerospace Propulsion 

I'b)(6) I 

This slalus paper is very exciting and provides nel1J bnportant information about 
the present status and pro.spectsfor positron energy produ.ction and storage, 
especiall.vJor space applications. It is recommended reading for both researchers 
in the area and aerospace scientists. In addition, others interested in national 
policy for both future energy andfuture space exploration should consider this 
status paper to gain fl-lrther insight into positron energy and propulsion. 

I (b)(6) 

Metamaterials for Aerospace Applications: Energy Harvesting, Sub
Wavelength Imaging, Optical-Device Miniaturization, and Non-Reciprocal 
Optical Devices I (b)(6) 

Metamalerials are "materials beyond materials" with unusual eiectrolnagnetic or 
optical properties. The report byl(b)(6) Ide scribes several possibilities 
how such lnaterials can be usedfor advanced aerospace applications. As 
exal1'lpies, he (~ftefl uses his own experiments.l(b)(6) lis one of the research 
leaders in the field of lnetan1aterials and has built up a highly credible reputation 
in this area. Although the research area ofnletanlaferials is still rather new and 
Inostiy cOf~tined fo proof-of-principle acadefnic research at present, if will 
undoubtedly revolutionize photonics and lead In cONlInercial applications lhatllre 
interesting ft.)r the aerospace industry. 

i(b)(6) 

Biosensors and BioMEMS: A Survey of the Present Field 

I (b)(6) I 

This paper reaches toward and achieves a laudable goal: making BioMEMS 
understandable and relevant. The author's contribution is in1portant, because the 
nrunber of current progralns and projects in the US Governlnent that are either 
touting the ifnportance of; or lnaking responses to research requests in 2009 
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nutnhers in the thousands. As many recent US Academy of Sciences and other 
scholarly sludies have sho~vn, Je~v persons in the decision-making areas of Ihe 
government have sufficient background in BioAI/EMS/ront which to 111ake 
intelligent decisions. As key cust(J1ners of this study, the sponsors are well-served 
withl(b)(6) I survey. Throughout the Survey, the author often introduces 
ancillary technologies that will enable further BioMEMS developnlent, solve 
prohlel11S, or lead to alternative technologies. The survey is 111ade Inore use/ill to 
the reader and the sponsor because of this. 

l(b)(6) 

Metallic Spintronics 
l(b)(6) 

(b)(6) paper is concerned with an elnerging technology known as 
splntrOl1lCS spin-based electronics H). In this technology information is carried 
by fnoving or altering the spin of electrons, rather than by rnoving the charged 

pa~c~~mM~w~~I~~)~~_)_~ __ ~~~_~~~~~~~~ __ ~_~ 
l(b)(6) Ihas at least a dozen publications in thefield of study in top-tier 
journals t and has }von NSF grants fo pursue the topic. As a result one Inusf regard 
hhn as an expert in the subject and lake his opinions seriously. In addition, the 
paper cites 97 references, which is quite a /0/ for a 10,000 l-vord paper. Clearly, 
T.soi is giving an overview of the entire field rather than just ~"jupplying an 
incren1ental addition to it. 

l(b)(6) 

Materials for Advanced Aerospace Platforms 

I (b)(6) I 

The position l(b)(6) Itakes at the first instant is that previous design 
nlethodologies have largelyfailed, because of a lack of appreciation of Ina teria I 
property l~fe cycles, "which are clearly now known to be very d(fferent. (f one is to 
exarninet for exal11ple, in an aftenlpt to reverse engineer I1zaterials and c0l11ponenfs 
possibly a/interest, one might wallt to approach the "revers!" paradirl1l!romjirs, 
principles ofn1aterials in contexts of observed performance. (b)(6) at the 
beginning of the study subtly suggests that observed perjorn1ance ... or even 
clailned perfonnance ... 1nay be a better starting point. 
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The author elegantl.v describes how Ihis "COtnl1lon(v encountered inconsistency 
hetween technical innovalion and commercial progress t1 has beCOl1le fin the Wesl] 
a current deterrent to the developn1ent and the deploYlnent (adoption) of" literally 
all c/asse.}' ... of poly,ners, n1etals. and ceralnics. 'I 

Metallic Glasses: Status and Prospects for Aerospace Applications 

\(b)(6) \ 

Ifound it to be a clear and even-handed evaluation of the pros and cons afbulk 
Jnetallic glasses (BMG) and con1posites eJ11ploying theln. The author clearly points 
out possible advantages in processing while he equally clearly points out the 
d{fficuities associated with inherent unslable shear hand/ormation and 
consequent lack of general ductility. 

l(b)(S) 

Theory and Experitnents of Invisibility Cloaking 

I (b)(6) I 

Overall, this is a nice qualitative description of the rapid!.v moving field of 
invisibility and cloaking and can senJe as a good starting point for son1eone 
interested in diving into the details of this new technology. 

l(b)(6) 

State-of-the-Art & Evolution of High Energy Laser Weapons 

I'b)(6) I 

The technical discussions and histol}' revieltv are generally correct to the extent 
they address the topics and this paper is a good general introduction for those 
ul~ratniliar with high energy lasers. 

l(b)(6) 
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